
9.00-9.45 Registration

9.45-10.00 Conference introduction
Troels Lindgård, 2BM

10.00-10.45 Keynote: Cyber Threats 
Thorsten Johnsen, Manager Threat assessment, 
Danish Defence Intelligence
Get the latest assessment of the current cyber threat against 
Denmark from the Danish Defence Intelligence Service Threat 
Assessment Branch followed by future threat tendencies. 
Furthermore, Thorsten will briefly describe the Center for Cyber 
Security and the Threat Assessment Branch role and tasks.

10.45-11.00 Break and booths

11.00-11.45 Keynote: It’s the data, stupid! 
Volker Lehnert, Senior Director Data Protection S/4HANA, SAP SE
In any Enterprise Resource and Planning Software, personal data is 
nearly ubiquitous. Customer data, Contact Person data, User data are 
combined in processes, persisted in financial documents or quality 
reports or other relevant business process documents. Some of these 
documents have nearly lifetime retention requirements. 
Implementing data protection features covering relevant legal 
requirements and known business needs must be based on a holistic 
approach. There is simply not a single solution covering all relevant 
aspects. Required is a combination of several technical features such 
as blocking and deletion of personal data, such as purpose driven 
authorization concepts, purpose-based information reports for the 
data subject, purpose-based data design and finally a purpose-
based control system.

11.45-12.45 Lunch and booths

12.45-15.30 Tracks A, B, C or D

15.30-16.00 Continuous compliant GDPR processes
PWC

16.00-16.30 Wrap up with experiences from GDPR in SAP projects. 
Troels Lindgaard/Volker Lehnert

16.30 Conference ends – Mingling in the cafe
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Track A: Cyber security in SAP
For most SAP Customers, 100% of their economy are going through the SAP 
landscape. What would happen if SAP is not accessible, unplanned, for multiple
days? 
Few have implemented Cyber Security solutions for SAP in order to mitigate this 
risk. The assumption is that most SAP customers are not aware of the risk they are 
taking by not focusing on this area.
Get information on method and plans on how to eat the elephant of implementing 
Cyber security in SAP. Experience how white hats can force access to SAP and what 
can be done in SAP to avoid this.

Session 1: 
Method and plans on how to eat the elephant of implementing Cyber security in SAP
– 2BM
Session 2+3: 
Live hack of SAP and what can be done in SAP to avoid this
– Onapsis / Virtual Forge

Track B: Consent management and consumer identity management -
CIAM
Transparency, control of own data and an omnichannel experience are all current 
megatrends in customer experience space, thus there is an urgent need for 
businesses to revisit their customer journey strategy in order to ensure that the 
increasing legislative requirements are turned into an advantage and not an 
obstacle. Furthermore, an increasing amount of customer channels are being 
introduced, making it troublesome to get a unified view of the customers across the 
digital channels, markets and brands.
In this track, we will explore the features and possibilities of one of SAP’s recent 
acquisitions ‘SAP Customer Data Cloud from Gigya’ in order to understand how 
the customer experience and customer identities can be harmonized and utilized, as 
well as how to implement consent management.
In these sessions, get insights from experiences in implementing consent 
management and consumer identity management by 2BM, SAP and SAP Customer 
Data Cloud customer.

Session 1:
Method and plans on how to Implement CIAM/SAP customer data cloud
– 2BM
Session 2:
Customer experience with implementing SAP customer data cloud (Gigya) –
Customer
Session 3: 
Outlook on consent management and CIAM in the Future
- SAP



Track C: Experience with GDPR turnkey solutions for SAP
Create a competitive business advantage for your company by complying with GDPR, 
throughout implementation of SAP GDPR turnkey solutions.
Organizations are struggling with implementing GDPR 
compliance processes to reduce cost and to improve the speed of the 
implementation process. 
At 2BM we have extensive experience from helping 10% of all Scandinavian SAP 
customers to overcome the GDPR challenges. Our expertise in 
GDPR compliance within SAP has been a stepping stone in our 
development of the turnkey solutions in the 2BM GDPR Suite. The 2BM 
GDPR Suite helps companies to speed up GDPR implementation 
processes by improved data identification, employee deletion, security and 
authorization analysis. Join the sessions in this track to learn how the tools can 
support your GDPR journey.

Session 1: 
Personal Data Identification: Personal Data Identification is an important part of 
becoming GDPR compliant. But manual identification of where all personal data 
resides in SAP is not easy. Join this session and learn how 2BM Data Discovery tool 
has been used in GDPR projects and the benefits using 2BM best practice to identify 
personal data in SAP systems.
- 2BM

Session 2: 
Employee deletion made easy: Experience from 10+ projects on deleting employee 
data in SAP. What are the retention periods for the different employee groups within 
you country and the different retention times for employees outside your 
home country. Together with the GDPR lawyers from Lundgrens are 2BM providing 
the experience on best practice retention periods for employees. Together with a 
demo on ow to implement retention rules for employees in the cost effective 2BM 
Employee Deletion tool. The tool utilizes the SAP standard deletion program in 
combination with a selection program. The selection program identifies the 
employees to be deleted based on the deletion/retention rules and deletes them 
automatically in background. 
– Lundgrens/2BM

Session 3: 
Turnkey solution for Subject Access Reporting: Statistics from Data Authority 
agency’s shows that the largest percentage of complaints from data subjects is 
based on subject access reports. Join this session to find out how 2BM Subject 
Access Report supports generate a subject access report in SAP fast and easy. 
– 2BM



Track D: Experience from ILM projects and efficient GDPR processes 
in SAP
What are the experience from the first ILM implementations and which GDPR 
processes have been made operational and how to ensure efficiency in these. This 
track have focus on ILM and implementation of GDPR in SAP BW systems as well 
as implementing efficient GDPR processes across a GDPR program.
Session 1: 
ILM project experience and methods/plans 
– 2BM/Lundgrens
Session 2:
How to do handle GDPR in BW systems and how to anonymize data in SAP 
- Natuvion
Session 3:
Experience from implementing efficient GDPR processes in GDPR programs 
- NNIT


